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Home - Africa
 Africa Proxy Servers


Unlock Africa’s online potential with ProxyElite’s reliable and secure Africa proxies. Access content, research, and more effortlessly.



Buy Proxies





Choose Your Proxies
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Term of access
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Proxy Packages With Africa IPs
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Try the Free Proxy Package!







Try Elite Proxies for Free

Get started with ProxyElite's elite proxies at no cost. Just follow these easy steps to claim your free trial.

	Register on ProxyElite: Visit the ProxyElite website and create a new account by completing the registration process.
	Submit a Ticket: Once registered and logged in, navigate to the ticket system and submit a request for the free trial package of 50 elite proxy servers.
	Download Proxy List: After your request is approved, access your personal account dashboard and download the proxy list to start using your elite proxies.
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Sign up and get a free proxy package
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Proxy Servers by Country or Region








	 Australiaprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Brazilprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Canadaprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Chinaprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Franceprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Germanyprices from $0.08 per IP/month
	 Indiaprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Japanprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Netherlandsprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Polandprices from $0.10 per IP/month








	 Russiaprices from $0.08 per IP/month
	 Spainprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Turkeyprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 Ukraineprices from $0.10 per IP/month
	 United Kingdomprices from $0.09 per IP/month
	 USAprices from $0.08 per IP/month
	 Europeprices from $0.07 per IP/month
	 North Americaprices from $0.08 per IP/month
	 South Americaprices from $0.08 per IP/month
	 World Mixprices from $0.06 per IP/month








View all countries







 




Reviews




A new company for me

Excellent proxies – I was very pleased with the purchase. I only use mobiles on Instagram, others shouldn’t even be touched at all, despite the cost, believe me. I’ve already tried a bunch of them. I used to use other proxy servers, but I’m tired of constantly introducing new captcha 


Aleesha Freeman



Not cheap but of high quality!

I am involved in professional shopping. I buy addresses of certain regions by ZIP-code in order to make orders in US stores. Yes, it is not cheap, but I didn’t have a single block for a year! Maybe you can find cheaper solutions for some simple tasks, but I am willing to pay for quality.


Martha Jones



The first time and everything is super!

The best proxies I’ve ever bought! The speed after connection did not change at all (I have a native Internet of 100MB). I work through the “Google” browser. I took a proxy to view the sites I needed. They are prohibited in our country. I immediately bought a proxy for the wrong period, but by contacting support on the site, they quickly helped me. We returned the money for the order to my personal account and I set 30 days instead of five. In short, everything is super-good!) 


Cameron Smith



Individual IP with a choice, reliability

There is no limit to my joy. When working under the old scheme, I rejected a large number of proxies, rewritten servers and addresses, than I worked. With the transition to proxyelite, I am engaged in exactly the case, and not in settings and auxiliary work. Individual IP’s rule, so I recommend reliability. There are no fears!


Heinrich Sause
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ProxyElite Statistics








>45 000

...clients since 2011 have used our services. More than 1800 positive reviews on oplata.info







15 000 TB

...of traffic on average per month at a speed of 15 Gb/s is “pumped” through us, our clients, more than 100,000 IPs in the lists







7 out of 10

...clients are switching to a tariff increase without waiting for the end of the previous one







HTTP / HTTPS
SOCKS 4 / SOCKS 5

...supported protocols. On all OS: Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10), Linux, Mac OS, Android, iOS








 




Proxy comparison table







	Server proxies from ProxyElite	HTTP	HTTPS	SOCKS 4	SOCKS 5
	Working port	8080/8085	8080/8085	1080/1085	1080/1085
	Working with HTTPS sites	No	Yes	Yes	Yes
	Anonymity	Partial	Partial	Full	Full
	Unlimited traffic	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes
	Limiting streams	No	No	No	No
	Proxy speed	up to 100 Mb/s	up to 100 Mb/s	up to 100 Mb/s	up to 100 Mb/s
	Ability to work with IP binding, without a username and password	Yes	Yes	Yes	Yes
	The number of class (C) subnets in the proxy buffer	>250	>250	>250	>250







 




What is Africa Proxy List?





 Africa Proxy Servers
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Unlock Africa's online potential with ProxyElite's reliable and secure Africa proxies. Access content, research, and more effortlessly.


Product SKU: 
AfricaProxy0001 


Product Brand: 
ProxyElite 


Product Currency: 
USD 


Product Price: 
38 


Price Valid Until: 
2050-01-01 


Product In-Stock: 
InStock 


Editor's Rating:

4.9




 










If you’re considering utilizing proxy servers for various tasks in the African region, it’s essential to understand what an Africa proxy list entails. An Africa proxy list refers to a compilation of proxy servers located within the African continent. These proxy servers act as intermediaries between your device and the internet, allowing you to browse the web with enhanced security, anonymity, and flexibility.

Why Use Africa Proxies?

Proxy servers in Africa offer several advantages, making them a valuable resource for various tasks. Here are some compelling reasons to consider using Africa proxies:

	
Geo-targeting: Africa proxy servers enable you to access region-specific content and websites that might otherwise be restricted or geo-blocked. This is particularly useful for businesses or individuals looking to target an African audience or access local services.


	
Improved Security: By routing your internet traffic through an Africa proxy, you add an extra layer of security to your online activities. Your real IP address remains hidden, protecting you from potential cyber threats and malicious actors.


	
Anonymous Browsing: Africa proxies help you maintain anonymity while browsing the internet. This is beneficial for individuals who wish to protect their privacy, researchers conducting sensitive investigations, or businesses conducting competitive analysis.


	
Enhanced Speed and Reliability: Africa proxies, especially datacenter proxies, typically offer faster and more reliable connections compared to free proxies. This ensures a smooth and efficient online experience.




Who Can Benefit from Utilizing Africa Proxies?

Africa proxies cater to a diverse range of users and industries. Here are some examples of individuals and entities that can benefit from utilizing these proxies:

	User Category	Benefits of Africa Proxies
	Digital Marketers	Target specific African markets for advertising campaigns.
	Researchers	Conduct anonymous and location-based research in Africa.
	E-commerce	Access region-restricted online marketplaces and platforms.
	Data Scrapers	Gather data from African websites without being blocked.
	Social Media Users	Protect privacy while engaging on social media in Africa.
	Competitive Analysts	Analyze local competition without revealing your identity.


Advantages of Africa Proxies Over Free Proxies

Choosing Africa proxies from a reliable provider like ProxyElite offers distinct advantages over using free proxies. Here’s a comparison:

	Aspect	Africa Proxies	Free Proxies
	Reliability	High uptime and reliability.	Unpredictable and often unstable.
	Speed	Faster connection speeds.	Slower due to high user traffic.
	Security	Enhanced security features.	Minimal security and privacy.
	Anonymity	Improved anonymity.	Limited anonymity, exposing data.
	Support and Maintenance	Dedicated support and updates.	No support, potential for malware.


Why Should You Buy an Africa Proxy from ProxyElite Provider?

ProxyElite is your trusted partner when it comes to obtaining high-quality Africa proxies. Here’s why you should choose us:

	
Diverse Proxy Pool: We offer a wide range of Africa proxy servers, allowing you to choose the location and type that best suits your needs.


	
High Reliability: Our proxies are known for their reliability and stability, ensuring uninterrupted access to African online resources.


	
24/7 Customer Support: Our dedicated support team is available around the clock to assist you with any inquiries or issues you may encounter.


	
Security and Privacy: We prioritize your security and privacy, implementing robust measures to safeguard your data and online activities.


	
Competitive Pricing: ProxyElite provides cost-effective solutions without compromising on quality.




In conclusion, Africa proxies from ProxyElite empower you with the tools needed to access, explore, and engage with the African online landscape securely and efficiently. Whether you are a marketer, researcher, or business professional, our Africa proxies offer a competitive advantage in achieving your goals.

For further information or to get started, visit our website at ProxyElite – Africa Proxies.














Frequently Asked Questions About Africa Proxy Servers








What is an Africa proxy list, and how does it work? 




An Africa proxy list is a collection of proxy servers located within the African continent. These servers act as intermediaries between your device and the internet, allowing you to browse securely and access region-specific content.










Why should I use Africa proxies? 




Africa proxies offer benefits such as geo-targeting, enhanced security, anonymity, and faster browsing. They are valuable for accessing African content, protecting your privacy, and conducting research.










Who can benefit from Africa proxies? 




Various users and industries can benefit from Africa proxies, including digital marketers targeting African markets, researchers conducting location-based studies, e-commerce businesses, data scrapers, social media users, and competitive analysts.










How do Africa proxies compare to free proxies? 




Africa proxies from reliable providers like ProxyElite offer higher reliability, faster speeds, enhanced security, improved anonymity, and dedicated support. Free proxies are often less reliable, slower, and less secure.










Why should I choose ProxyElite for Africa proxies? 




ProxyElite offers a diverse proxy pool, high reliability, 24/7 customer support, robust security measures, and competitive pricing. We empower you to access the African online landscape with confidence and efficiency.





















Attention!

Our service is prohibited from being used for hacking and other fraud on the Internet!
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ProxyElite offers cutting-edge Datacenter Proxies designed to deliver unparalleled reliability and lightning-fast speeds. Experience the true power of ProxyCompass and revolutionize your online presence.


+1 202 4991558

[email protected]
Company Name: Elite Network, LLC


Address: 1100 H Street NW, Suite 840 Washington, Washington D.C. 20005
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